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Item No. Goods 

~57--continued MACHINERY, IMPLEMENTS, APPLIANCES, ETC.-continued 
Goods EXEMPT under Item 157-continued 

Controls, hydraulic, comprising pumps, control valves, and oil reservoir, mounted together as a 
unit for attachment to tractors to control the operation of equipment such as bulldozers and 
loader shovels. 

DisfnfectQrs, Jroftable steam, for disinfecting clothing or laundry work. 
Drilling, punching, and perforating machines and appliances for paper. 
Earthing sticks, electrical, being safety devices used by electrical wiremen. 
Emtelope opening, and envelope sealing machines. 
Film rewinding machines. 
Flushers, crankcase or gear. 
Folding machines for paper and cardboard. 
Gambrels. 
Garage appliances-

Skates, jacking, being wheeled cradles for ~acing ander the wheels of cars in order to lift them 
slightly and facilitate their movement and storage in a confined space. 

Gas syphon boxes. 
Gaskets, single orifice. 
Gates, sluice and flood, of metal or reinforced concrete, and fittings therefor. 
Governors for turbines. 
Hoffman drying and deodorising cabinet. 
Hoppers and screens for stone crushing prout. 
Hoppers, fuel feed, for use with Dutch ovens for sawrm11 boil€rs. 
Iceless cartridges for maintaining ice cream at low temperatures. 
Lays or templates of cardboard for use in dress-Gutting. 
Logging arches. 
Meatworks appliances:--

:&ef rQller hooks or skids. 
Leg hooks and runners. 
Pickling troughs of concrete. 
Scissor grippers for lifting slaughtered cattle. 
Skin trays for use in carrying treated sheep skins from the painting tables to the wool pullers. 
Trays for use in carrying meat undergoing treatment in dehydratiM ~hambers. 
Strainers, offal, of steel. 

Merry-go-rounds. 
Moulds. 
Piston and cylinder assemblies, hydraulic. 
Piston rings designed for cyliruiers exceeding 5f' in internal diameter~ 
Presses. 
Rail tractors or locomoti:ves. 
Mechanical appliances, whether or not haud operated, for projecting, difpersing or spraying 

liquids or powders. 
Rollers, hand propelkd, or motor driven and pedestrian controlled, for rolling lawns, cricket 

pitches, footpaths, and the like. 
Screens, gttizzly, revolving, or vibrating. 
Sifting and separating machines and appliances. 
Smoke boxes and smoke stacks for boilers, including structural steel stands or supports therefor. 
Splicers for joining film Of sound recording tape. 
Stapling machines for paper, hand operated. 
Stills. 
Transmission gear-

Bearings for line shafting, including plummer blocks other than lYall or faner bearing plummer 
blocks. 

Couplings and collars for shafting. 
Pedestals and shoe plates fOf plummeT Nooks. 
Pulleys. 
Shafting with key ways eut, or otherwise worked, not being fexibl:e shafting. 
Sheaves. 

Trolleys for overhead runways when not forming structural paris of hoists or pulley blocks. 
Trucks, elevating and similar, Lemcol and similar, being manually operated trolleys the platforms 

of which may be raised or lowered slightly to enable goods to be transported in warehouses and 
factories. 

Trucks for moving oil tan,ks or otber parts of switchboards when imported or sold separately. 
Trucks, trolleys, and cars, charging, for furnaces and ovens, when imported or sold separately. 
Turntables and other mechanical appliances lRied to display Of adverUgcgoods. . 
Twitch bars, being load binders. 
Trays, bottle washing, being wire baskets specially suited for holding bottles during the processes 

of washing, draining and drying. 
Trays, vegetable dehydration, of wire, for use as containers for vegetables receiving dehydration 

treatment. 
Trestles, tradesmen's 
Vulcanised discs for valves. 
Winches and cranes, lifting gear for use with, viz

Hampers. 
Horse and bull boxes. 
Slings. 
Spreaders for lifting motor vehicles. 
Trays for lifting fruit. 
Trays for lifting motor vehicles. 
Wire strops. 


